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"FASTER, BETTER, CHEAPER" MISSION OPERATIONS
EMPLOYING A REUSABLE OBJECT METHODOLOGY
Donald J. Hei, Jr'., Rhoda Shililer Hornstein" , Hong Liu t , Frank J. LoPinto*,
Raymond E. Mille~, and Jacqueline E. Todd"
COST LESS Team for Mission Operations
National Aeronautics and Space Administration (NASA)
operations infrastructures, we are emphasizing
systems which are simple, generalized, resilient,
cost-effective, designed to accommodate
change easily, and responsive in anticipating,
meeting, and exceeding customer needs. It is
our intent to realize these characteristics by directly and aggressively attacking the development (and hence operations and maintenance)
of one-of-a-kind, start-from-scratch systems for
similar mission operations functions. This is the
path we believe provides the most promising
potential for achieving substantive cost and
complexity reductions.

Abstract
This paper presents a systematic approach for
ch.mging the process of engineering and operating
one-of-a-kind solutions and start-from-scratch systems for similar mission operations functions. The
approach employs .m object methodology to specify
end-to-end mission operations with reusable objects
and actions. Through this technique, which resembles design of custom electronic circuit assemblies
from standard components, objects that appear in
different parts of mission operations, and which were
viewed previously as unique, are now recognized to
be similar, allowing for reduction of unique implementc'ltions. Unlike conventional datc'l flow methods
which concentrate on function uniqueness and the
detailed data flows necessary to interconnect the
functions, this modeling methodology is independent
of system design or implementation. As such, it
provides a pragmatic tool for exploration of mission
operations concepts for all phases of the mission life
cycle. This approach provides a methodology to
implement "faster. better. cheaper" mission services
from planning through operations. The key features
of the approach are object orientation, simplicity,
and reusability to achieve true life cycle cost and
schedule reductions, including faster and cheaper
development

We present a methodology that fosters early
collaboration and coordination among seemingly
diverse mission elements such as mission platform, communications and tracking networks,
and science payload. In the traditional view,
collaboration among these elements is accomplished through agreements and procedures
between the elements at the system interface
level, without necessarily examining the systems as a whole. It is our assertion that similar
functions are performed within these elements
and that by not acknowledging these similarities,
science, mission, and network segmentations
have been preserved, as evidenced by the
evolution of separate infrastructures for each of
the supporting elements or organizations.
These infrastructures are often characterized as
complex, specialized, fragile, costly, not designed for change. and not always responsive to
customer needs.

Introduction
In this paper, we introduce a new paradigm for
planning and providing mission operations
services. In contrast with today's space mission
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the example shown in Figure 1 could be modeled using objects rather than functions.
Our Reusable Object Methodology
We have a reusable object perspective that
emphasizes simplicity and reusability.1 The
methodology is called the reUsable Object
Technology (UOT).2 The methodology first emphasizes object usability by creating simple, well
structured standard objects that are easy to implement, test. and maintain. Then, the methodology emphasizes reusability by organizing
these objects within libraries for easy identification and access. UOT was first applied to a
prototype Distributed Application Monitor Tool
(DAMT) in 1991. Since then, other applications
are in use nationally and internationally. Information on reusable object technology is distributed via the World Wide Web
(http://192.86.20.180), and through more traditional means such as presentations and articles.

•

Emphasis on reuse

•

Flexibility and scalability

•

Simplicity of element representation

•

Independence of objects

Our UOT was developed with an awareness of
prevalent object-oriented methodologies, but
stresses reducing complexity, emphasizing reusability, and enhanced architectural flexibility.
Emphasis on reuse is a feature of most object
based approaches and UOT is no exception.
This characteristic is a departure and improvement from previous methodologies which emphasized uniqueness. Second, the UOT model
provides flexibility to use the same components
in alternative architectures. Components can
function within small and large systems and operate in alternative configurations. Perhaps one
of the most important characteristics of UOT is
its emphasis on simplicity and its use of standard analysis and implementation approaches to
assure simplicity. The UOT also achieves a
measure of complexity hiding by emphasizing
control relationships among its hierarchical representation of objects in the analysis approach.

The reusable object model perspective makes
use of beneficial characteristics found in traditional modeling representations, including hierarchical structure and implementation independence. With UOT, however, these characteristics are an integral part of the methodology
and complement the unique characteristics of
UOT.

With these thoughts in mind, Figure 2 - Platform
OperationslUOT View, depicts the reusable object model perspective for the example illustrated by Figure 1. Our conventions were found
to pattern closely the methodology in "Designing
Object-Oriented Software,,3 with minor extensions, adjustments in terminology, and changes
in drawing conventions. In our drawing convention, we show two types of objects: functionality
objects, displayed by ovals; and switcher objects, displayed by diamonds. Each of the objects in Figure 2 can be vfewed as having the
capability of performing a certain function, and
cooperating with neighboring objects to accomplish its task. Objects can ask neighboring objects to provide them with information needed to
accomplish their assignment, and later, to cooperatively supply the result to other neighboring
objects. Switchers provide the exclusive
mechanism to exchange messages within a distributed system among "functionality" objects.
They interconnect objects to form what we call
local neighborhoods. The arrangement of
neighborhoods constitutes a hierarchy of assigned responsibilities, as illustrated in Figure 2.

The hierarchical structure of UOT allows complex systems to be represented in a straightforward fashion. This allows easy identification of
similar objects which can be reused elsewhere.
It also allows for easy handling of aggregations
of objects. The UOT is aimed at being
implementation independent. That is, the function being performed by an object could be
accomplished manually, by an automated
computational process, by a specialized
instrument, or in any other appropriate manner.
Being implementation independent enables us
to specify the mission first, view various tradeoffs in design along the way, and prove
feasibility properties of the mission specification
prior to worrying about details specific to implementation. Additionally, it provides a
convenient mechanism to ensure that the
mission documentation is maintained throughout
the mission life cycle, as discussed later.
The UOT also has several characteristics which
provide advantages over traditional methodologies, including:
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object, Message Coordinator,
has its own neighborhood of
peers, indicated by right
shading in the figure. In this
higher neighborhood, Platform Operator is subordinate
to Message Coordinator. Message Coordinator cannot see
the internal details of the
Platform Operator, but views
it like other objects shown in
its neighborhood. This illustrates the encapsulation that
is typical of object oriented
approaches. It makes objects independent of their
environment. Designing,
implementing, and verifying
Figure 2 - Platform Operations/UOT View
correctness for any object is
a simpler task than would be
the
case
if
the
external
environment had to be
By UOT convention, neighborhoods are contaken
into
account.
Because
object details are
strained to be small so that they are easy to unhidden,
consideration
of
the
end-to-end enviderstand and implement. They are also deronment is not required to develop and test any
signed to have one supervisory object in the
object. In fact, once an object has been placed
neighborhood with other objects that are suborin a library, the specifics of the application that
dinate to the supervisor object. 3 Unlike high
first required the object become irrelevant, beI~vel entitie.s in a typical data flow decomposicause reusable objects are constrained to be
tion, supervisor objects have internal functionalindependent.
ity that share the workload with subordinates.
This provides a hierarchy similar to the manObjects conduct mission activities that produce
agement structure that is typically used in ormessages such as reports, queries, responses,
ganizations. The hierarchies provide the control
and control signals to operate hardware and
structure necessary to allow objects to coopersoftware. The messages may be passed along
ate together. A supervisor object can be a subthe lines indicated in Figure 2. Objects are trigordinate in exactly one other neighborhood. For
gered into action by one or more messages.
example, the supervisory Platform Operator obFor example, referring to Figure 2, engineering
ject is subordinate to Message Coordinator in
data
from the spacecraft, available from the
Figure 2. Supervisor responsibilities include
Spacecraft
Manager, can be needed for Platform
accommodating interactions that occur between
Operator
to
prepare and validate spacecraft
two neighborhoods.
commands. Platform Operator might command
Spacecraft Manager to supply this information.
UOT Characteristics
These messages are exchanged through the
object interface, and are self defining in the
As shown in Figure 2, the Platform Operator obsense that they contain sufficient information for
ject is a supervisor object in a neighborhood that
the subordinate object to exercise its advertised
includes subordinate objects - highlighted by
services, independent of the message source
dark shading. UOT objects in a neighborhood
detail. In the following paragraphs, we explore
act as peers for message exchange. As meshow different architectures and operations parasage peers, any UOT object can communicate
digms can be accommodated through reaswith any other peer, including but not limited to
signment of responsibilities, and a rearrangethe "supervisor" object. Similarly, the supervisor
ment of objects.
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Figure 3 ~ Reusable Object Alternative 1

Figure 4 ~ Reusable Object Alternative 2
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A more detailed expansion of the object hierarchy is provided in Figure 3 Reusable Object
Alternative 1. Mission Controller from Figure 2,
and several other objects are highlighted in this
figure. This figure shows how some of our
platform example activities, discussed in connection with Figure 1, can be carried out. However, the model, represented in Figure 3, is
much easier to follow than a corresponding data
flow representation would be. Reusable Object
Alternative 1 corresponds to a conventional allocation of mission operations responsibilities.

economies of scale may be possible during implementation. By requiring a precise specification of each object in the model, including how it
interacts with other objects, and by keeping the
interactions somewhat simple, it is possible to
develop an underlying model that characterizes
the sequencing of operations devoid of any semantic detail. This abstraction provides a
mathematical structure that is simple enough to
allow a thorough analysis of the sequencing and
control aspects of the specification to check that
certain logical correctness properties hold for
the specification. If such properties do not hold,
they will likely lead to serious design errors at a
later stage, and this analysis provides assurances of correctness at a very early stage of
development. Tools to analyze UOT objects are
currently being identified. They will aid in identifying similarities, find potential for savings
through reuse of objects, and identify system
bottlenecks.

Figure 4 - Reusable Object Alternative 2, shows
a different reusable object architecture which is
functionally equivalent to that of Figure 3.
These architectures illustrate how similar objects can be rearranged to implement substantially different mission operations concepts. In
the object design illustrated in Figure 4, most
highlighted objects from Figure 3 have been
reassigned. Mission Controller's duties have
been diminished to the extent that Platform
Controller could be eliminated. This type of architecture might be utilized whenever a fully
automated and real time Mission Controller
functionality might be desired. Without arguing
its merits relative to that of Figure 3, Figure 4
illustrates a substantive departure from conventional operations scenarios, accomplished primarily through a rearrangement of UOT objects.
Differences are indicated in Table 1.

The approach may also be useful for identifying
where similar objects can be applied in different
missions to provide functionality that is traditionally implemented in unique ways by different
mission teams. There is great potential for
savings by using a common approach across
missions, rather than a different solution for
each instance.
Implementation Considerations

Comparison of the example alternatives reveals
that functionality for Mission Controller and Plan
Validator objects have been modified. But despite the modifications, the resemblance to the
original versions remains apparent. Because
they share many similar responsibilities,

In this section, we present a high level technical
discussion of the UOT methodology as it applies
to mission operations specifications and design.
This includes some discussion of the role of
standards and commercial off-the-shelf systems
(COTS) within UOT to provide standard inter-

Table 1· Differences Between Example Alternatives
Reusable Object Alternative 1

Reusable Object Alternative 2

Planner develops and revises plans that include

Planner develops and revises plans that include

phases, segments, and intervals.

phases, segments, intervals, and command sequences.

Mission Controller derives command sequences
from interval plans, utilizing its subordinate, Com-

Mission Controller no longer requires Platform Controller

mand Sequence Planner.
Data Analyzer extracts status and other needed in-

Data Analyzer extracts status and other needed in-

formation from the spacecraft data, and sends the
results to Mission Controlier.

formation from the spacecraft data, and sends the
results to Plan Validator.

Plan Validator obtains status information from Mission Controller.

Plan Validator obtains status information from its
subordinate, Operations Monitor.
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propriate to achieve better performance or access to hardware.

faces, reusability, and reduction of overall costs.
UOT Methodology

Within a UOT system, all objects must be constructed to comply with messaging requirements
that insulate one object from internal details of
another, as is typical in object oriented methodologies. UOT objects always exchange messages as byte streams. Here the standard
TCP/IP protocols are used for message
exchange, rather than inventing new transport
syst ems t hat w 0 u I d r e qui res epa rat.e
development and maintenance costs. ThiS
enables UOT designs to be independent of
physical object location. For example, one
implementation could reside in a single
computer, and another, be distributed across a
network. As shown in Figure 5 Organization Hierarchy for Platform Operator
Neighborhood, functionality assigned to every
standard object is accommodated through a
subsystem consisting of:

Generic UOT objects recur throughout a d~ta
system analogous to the way component parts
are used in a modern computer. Since UOT
objects are constructed to be hierarchical, it is
typical to have instances of an object occur as
one of its subordinates. This aspect of the
methodology prominently displays the commonality of elements characteristic of the problem,
rather than the perpetuation of uniqueness
which other analysis methodologies facilitate.
This is illustrated Figure 4, by repeated instances of objects of the type Planner; namely,
Supervisor Planner, and Subordinates Phase
Planner, Segment Planner,Interval Planner, and
Command Sequence Planner all of which share
planning responsibility.
There are two important consequences for UOT
implementations. First, encapsulation of existing software by a UOT messaging shell can be
used to construct objects, allowing reuse of existing code (either from legacy systems or
COTS) within UOT systems. Existing systems,
when properly encapsulated, can also be included in libraries as desired. When object upgrades are needed, e.g., because of high maintenance cost, technological obsolescence,
and/or unacceptable performance, replacement
will not have substantial impact on how existing
UOT systems work. Thus, the UOT system is
unconstrained by operating system, hardware,
or software environment. Using UOT, evolution
to new and beneficial technologies can be incremental, avoiding the traditional revolutionary
replacement approach. This means that UOT
can immediately begin to playa substantive role
in reducing complexity and mission operations
costs. Because UOT can easily encapsulate
existing systems, benefits can begin immediately, probably within current funding profiles.

•
•
•
•

One inferencer that follows strict implementation guidelines,
Methods that provide internal-local object
details,
A switcher object if subordinate objects are
used for distributed computing and,
Subordinate objects that may include standard and other objects as needed to share
the supervisor's responsibility.

Each UOT inferencer contains decision logic
that deals with every received message,
launches every transmitted message, and interfaces with its methods. Methods are a standard object's private components. The inferencer is the only section of a standard object
that performs this function. All objects behave
like they contain a standard inferencer. 2
A subordinate object always appears to its supervisor as containing functionality of itself and
its components. As illustrated in Figure 5, the
Message Coordinator's neighborhood views the
Platform Operator object as containing functionality provided by its inferencer, methods and
subordinates. Reducing complexity in UOT
systems comes from two design considerations:
(1) messages that an object must handle and (2)
object methods used locally to perform its tasks.
Thus, peer objects can reduce the number and
types of messages that a supervisor must handle, while subordinate objects serve to reduce
the coding within the supervisor.

Second, because there are just two types of
UOT components, Standard Objects and Objects that do not conform to UOT standard implementation rules, a designer can make practical choices when developing new UOT implementations. By considering performance, complexity, and hardware characteristics, a designer
can choose to implement some components as
standard objects, producing elements that are
easier to maintain and document, and to depart
from the implementation standards where ap-
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Use for Standards in UOT
Additional standards over those of traditional
3
object methodologies are imposed in two
specific areas. First, implementation standards are imposed which constrain como'
plexity, facilitate reuse, and reduce development time. Second, tighter messaging
standards are imposed to increase potential
for object reuse and facilitate encapsulation
of non-standard and existing code. Both
serve to facilitate flexibility of object reuse
for a variety of alternative architectures. As
mentioned earlier, our object implementation
approach differs in only a few ways from
conventional object approaches. Examples
are contained in Table 2.

Table 2 - Example UOT Implementation Standards'
Treat only a few message types; all objects communicate via switchers.
Only objects acting as a supervisor can connect to
more than one switcher.
An object is aware of its immediate neighborhood consisting of its peer subordinates and supervisors.

Switcher objects have limited intelligence, relying on
supervisors to reconcile and recover from irregularities.
Standard object public interfaces are constrained to a
single internal function, called the UOT object inference.

UOT objects should be treated like off-theshelf, ready-to-use products that are supplied to a customer without source code. In that
way, maintenance overhead cost is reduced by
economies of scale associated with a large user
base. We are developing a more comprehen2
sive standards description. To facilitate identification of reuse opportunities, UOT objects are
typically organized in work-alike libraries that
use a common vocabulary for identification purposes.

source is unnecessary for a subordinate object
to interpret and process the message. To facilitate the broadest potential for reuse, UOT
adopts an international standard for self defining
messages. Panel 2 of the Consultative Committee for Space Data Systems (CCSDS) developed an information packaging recommendation, referred to as the Standard Formatted
Data Units (SFDU) Structures and Construction
Rules. This can be used as a message syntax,
extended only as necessary for mission operations data processing. Every (extended) SFDU
contains references to data specifics, such as
format and context information, and the rules necessary
for the UOT object to process the data.

To enhance flexibility of implementation architecture, messages can be self defining, in the
sense that knowledge of the precise message

An Approach for UOT
DeSign Analysis

Figure 5Organization Hierarchy for Platform Operator Neighborhood
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In this section we briefly describe a formal analysis that
is based on an abstract
specification of the sequencing derived from the
UOT model, but which is
stripped of any semantics for
the various operations. This
allows us to prove that a
specification is correct, in the
sense that it does not contain
undesirable sequencing
properties before development; for example, that the
specification does not deadlock (i.e., get hung-up in a
state from which it is impos-

sible to proceed without a complete reset and
restart), what looping of operations might cause
the specification to never produce further results, or that all possible sequences through the
specification produce a sequence of results, as
desired. The sequencing model that we illustrate is based on a Petri-net4 for which analysis
techniques for the above stated properties have
been developed.

Petri-nets operate for a trivial case will allow us
to discuss the analysis for our example. A Petrinet can be viewed as a graph with two types 'of
nodes, places shown as circles, and transitions
shown as bars. Directed edges (arrows) go from
places to transitions and from transitions to
places. Each place can hold a number of tokens (indicated as "." in the figure), and initially
tokens are put in selected places to provide an
initial condition. From the initial condition, sequences of firings of the transitions occur according to particular rules of the model. In particular, a transition can fire, that is it is enabled
to fire, when each place that has an edge directed into the transition contains at least one
token. When a transition
fires, it removes a token
from each of its incoming
places, and adds a token to
each of its outgoing places.
Only one transition is allowed to fire at a time. This
is what provides the notion
of the Petri-net providing for
a sequ ence of events to be
occurring; as the tokens in
places change, this allows
Spacecraft
other transitions to fire. Of
course parallelism is natural
in this model since more
than one transition can be
enabled at the same time.

Figure 6 shows this abstract model for our example. Here we have simplified the diagram
slightly by allowing yes-no decisions in several
locations. The pure Petri-net does not have
these, but can only simulate them through additional structure. A very brief explanation of how
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Figure 6 - A Petri-net Model for Sequencing Analysis
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In Figure 6, we assign numbers to the places and note
that initially there is a single
token in place 1 and place 3.
We also show with dotted
boxes how this diagram corresponds to the representation of Figure 1. Now, a
formal analysiS of the sequencing can be carried out
on Figure 6. Rather than go
through this in detail we only
describe some of the sequencing problems that the
analysis can find, and discuss what the analysiS tells
us. First, we find that a potentially unending cycle of
events can occur with place
8 having a token, allowing
transition T9 to fire, placing
a token in place 10, then T8
can fire placing a token back
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sequencing constraints can
be added to the Petri-net
specification that would ensure that data analysis would
keep pace with the collection
of observed data.
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Figure 7 - Network Operations/ Data-Flow View
into place 8 and this cycle could repeat forever.
What does this mean? Simply, the planner
COUld, unless controlled in some other way,
generate invalid plans continuously. Obviously
this is not what is intended, so some further
control of the operations must be provided to
not allow this to happen. Now, assuming that
this continuous invalid plan situation is not allowed we know that at some point a token will
be put' in place 9, rather than place 8, by transition T8, for any time cycling around the place 8
to 10 loop occurs. Under this assumption the
analysis shows that progress occurs for any remaining possible sequence of events. In particular this means that for each observation
taken by the spacecraft there will be a scientific
data output, and a sequence of events that
causes the spacecraft to take another observation. This is the desired kind of sequencing.

Petri analyses are now a
standard approach for correctness proofs of various
types of systems. Consequently, by adapting this approach to our UOT problem,
we can benefit from a vast
pool of existing tools and
experience, saving substantial cost. Also, using hierarchical refinement, more detailed designs can be obtained that do not require
reanalysis for sequencing
5
correctness.

Even though our example is very limited, a~d
the sequencing properties that we have discussed may seem somewhat trivial, it should be
clear that with a more complete example, some
of these issues would be difficult to see using
traditional methodologies. A formal analysis like
this Petri-net may uncover some unexpected
surprises, and allow for correction before the
design process has gotte,n so f~r along as to
cause excessive expense In making the corrections.
Discovering Potential Savings
The question is, does the UOT approach provide real savings? To answer that requires
deeper analysis than has been performed
here. 6 ,7,s However, anytime a·software module
can be constructed and used in many places, a
considerable savings in both original program
development, and later maintenance of code
occurs. In the next paragraphs, we will illustrate
that there is considerable potential for object
reuse that can provide savings. By employing
work-alike libraries identified with a common
vocabulary, locating and benefiting from reusable objects will be greatly enhanced.

One other piece of information can be seen
from the analysis, however. For every cycle of
overall operation, another set of scientific information is gathered, as indicated by a token being placed in place 2. Now depending upon the
speeds of data analysis, and placing data into
the archives, the number of tokens that can occur in place 2 can grow to as large a value as
desired. This indicates that there must be sufficient capacity in processing the data to keep the
volume of unprocessed data within some
bounds, or else there must be sufficient ability to
store the data prior to data analysis. The approach taken here may be an issue in a later
phase of the design. Alternatively, additional
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Identifying Previously Hidden
Reuse Potentials

Work-alike Object Libraries Provide
UOT Infrastructure for Reuse

Figure 7 - Network Operations/ Data-Flow View
and Figure 8 - Payload Operations/ Data-Flow
View, complete the operations picture started in
Figure 1. These three views are drawn to emphasize similarities among these traditional perspectives, rather than uniquenesses that are
typically shown. In the figures, for simplicity,
platform, payload, and network operations interact through information exchanges involving the
Archive. I n Figure 1, the Data Transport fu nctionality is illustrated as a background service,
shown in a diamond symbol. Thus it is an activity or object that must be present to provide
platform operations control but it is not directly
part of controlling the spacecraft. Similarly, in
Figure 8, Network Operations and Data Transport
are background activities from the payload operations perspective. Both platform (Figure 1)
and operations (Figure 8) interact through data
flows with the Spacecraft and Payload. In contrast, in Figure 7, Network Operations works directly with Data Transport, while the spacecraft
and payload appear as background activities.
As seen in the figures, similar planning, plan
validation, and operations activities occur.
However, it would be difficult to discern this
similarity using traditional methods.

Recent studies indicate that there is potential to
identify work-alike libraries in areas previously
thought to be unique. For example, building a
general purpose scheduler was thoroughly
studied. a, .10,11,12 This body of work, and subsequent applications of commercially available
software, have demonstrated that scheduling
problems can nearly always be solved by application of a "five rule set" model. The lesson
here is, by characterizing the problem domain
for a work-alike library, it is possible to create
solution sets that work for problems formulated
to fall within the problem domain. The application of these work-alike libraries to generate
mission operations solutions provides the
mechanism for using the reusable components
inherent in UOT.
An example of a UOT implementation is the
National Space Science Data Center (NSSDC)
Workbench. The system utilizes UOT standard
objects from work-alike classes. Extensive reuse was employed within the workbench to provide functionality and flexibility quickly and for
relatively little cost. This workbench system is
capable of retrieving widely varying data sets
from the NSSDC archive, processing them, distributing them among scientists' workstations,
and displaying these data in desired screen windows or on other devices.

Traditionally, systems for platform, payload, and
network operations are developed and maintained separately, as if they were isolated and
unique activities. Thus, even though there is
potential for savings through
object reuse across platform,
payload, and network operations, we currently do not
substantively benefit from
reuse in these areas. This is
in part a result of using the
data-flow approach which
has one major drawback: the
complexity introduced within
system elements through
incidental awareness of
characteristics in the end-toend data system. To optimize the potential for cost
savings, an approach that
emphasizes object similarities and reuse is needed. 1
We believe that UOT fills
this need.

The potential for savings with the UOT ap-

Figure 8 - Payload Operations/ Data-Flow View
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proach is very high. As we have shown, through
this very limited example, our model allows us
to discover this potential for savings in a very
straightforward manner.

During the mission design stage, when requirements are being refined, flight rules established,
and technology decisions made, the object approach provides a framework in which to consider design implications such as cost, performance, and operability. The UOT design becomes more specific during this period, including specifics of the object performance, with
justifications and cost and schedule estimates
for additional objects needed to implement and
execute the mission.

The savings we have discussed so far are only
those that appear from commonality within our
simple example. The approach we are developing, however, is much more extensive. In
particular, we are looking for an end-to-end approach that addresses all aspects of the space
mission; from initial concepts, to mission planning, to mission specification including operations, communications and science, to mission
implementation, to post mission analysis, and is
also applicable across missions.

Operations Concept Considerations
Because the UOT methodology allows the designer to compare alternative concepts, independent of implementation, starting very early in
the mission conceptualization phase, the UOT
approach can facilitate early detection and correction of concept flaws and omissions. This
approach is a departure from the common practice of representing an operations concept
couched in terms of a candidate implementation, which invariably evolves as a mission matures. Conventional operations concepts frequently become out of date due to system architecture changes. Furthermore. describing
concepts in terms of implementations inhibits
consideration of other alternatives, not only for
concepts, but for architectures as well.

Cost Savings Increased by Reuse
Across Life Cycle
The mission life cycle framework can be viewed
as having three different aspects (axes): first,
the development cycle from initial stage of mission conception through post-mission assessment; second, the various mission operations
support activities conducted at each particular
stage; and third the cycle of implementation
and maintenance for the mechanisms and systems required. It is important to note that these
three aspects of mission development exist and
interact in some interesting ways and the UOT
approach can demonstrate reusability over all
three aspects. Benefits derived from object libraries can begin during early mission concept
development, and continue through all phases
of design and implementation. It is important to
appreciate the complete framework, because
these libraries could benefit all aspects of mission development. Responsibilities for each
aspect of the development are typically assigned to different organizational entities. Consequently, recognition of similarities in capabilities is currently inhibited by organizationally
specific language. The combination of a common vocabulary reference, and UOT libraries
constitutes a powerful toolset to reverse this
situation. For example, during the mission conceptualization stage, alternative mission scenarios and collections of objectives are considered. As shown, the UOT approach allows consideration and analysis of architectural alternatives independent of implementation details. At
this stage, object aggregates are treated at a
very high level, typically drawn from the common vocabulary of names for functional subsystems.

UOT facilitates the description of alternative
mission operations concepts through a description of what will be done in terms of object selection, object arrangement, and object interaction in terms of control message activity. Dynamic scenario-related information is captured
in UOT by describing how a situation will stimulate message exchanges among objects. When
objects receive messages, they may do work
and send their own messages to neighboring
objects. By analyzing the control and responses
that result, the dynamic information, critical to
an operations concept, can be represented.
Steady state operation is recognizable as a periodic pattern of control-response activity that is
associated with routine operations and standard
planning cycles. Off-normal operations can be
characterized by recognizable message bursts.
These eventually return to standard patterns as
contingencies are resolved.
The information needed to describe the dynamiC
aspects of an operations concept is contained
largely in the message aCtivity in the UOT
methodology. As operations concepts change,
the control activities could change without al-
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tering the arrangement of objects used for mission operations. Furthermore, there is a natural
progression from conceptual phase, through
design, implementation, to operational phase
which is cumulative in levels of detail and completeness. Finally, some of the authors are 'developing methodologies to incorporate operations concepts within system metrics and early
conceot development that may be beneficial to

ments during its development. We particularly
want to acknowledge Donald Sawyer of the
NSSDC at NASA GSFC for bringing the seeds
of the UOT to the team's attention, and for
having the vision and fortitude to pursue development of both the SFDU technology and the
NSSDC workbench.
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